K Family Bonds While Creating Service Project

At K-Family Weekend, attendees participated in the “Pillow Hugs Project.” Chair RoseMarie Gridley remarks, “you don’t have to be an artist, all you need is a big heart and a little imagination and want to let a child or senior know that Joe’s Heroes care about them and want to send them a HUG and that is when they become a “Pillow Hug.” Above After decorating their pillowcases with fabric markers, stencils and a little imagination, over 75 works of art were donated to children in hospitals.

Key Club Gov. Joey Denoncourt (left) and Circle K Gov. Grace Wright (right) dress-up in homemade heroes costumes to show their support of 2006-07 Joe’s Heroes theme.

Lt. Govs and Sponsored Youth Enjoy Making Their Own Yummy Sundaes

Get Ready, Set, Go, On-to-Buffalo

PG Jim Yochum came out fishin’ pole in hand to excite the crowd about upcoming events at NYD Convention in Buffalo.

Newest Joe’s Hero, Julia, sits on dad’s lap (Mark Davies) sporting a Heroes Bandanna. She’s ready for San Antonio.

Lt. Governors Get Ready for San Antonio

Key Club Governor Joey Denoncourt and Adv. Andy Lowenberg match spoonfuls.

Key Club Advisor Judge Bob Rosenthal enjoys the treat with Sponsored Youth.